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one out of ten completed at least one paid task in the

g
location, networks, and other positionalradvan-

year.

tages to mediate between buyers and sellers,

Millions of unemployed graduates hope to transcend

i nequalities”.23

potentially contributing to (and reinforcing) global
some of the constraints of their local labour markets,
and compete globally for tasks such as translations,

Nevertheless, “governments like those of Nigeria,

transcriptions, lead generation, marketing, data

Malaysia and the Philippines, and large organiza-

entry and personal assistance. With globalization

tions like the World Bank, are increasingly coming to

so far widening the global reach of capital at the

view digital labour as a mechanism for helping some

cost of place-bound labour, this could mean that not

of the world’s poorest escape the limited opportuni-

just capital, but also labour can compete in a global

ties for economic growth in their local contexts”.24

market. In practice, however, since the offer of labour

The benefits that some workers actually obtain

that is ten times greater than actual demand, digital

should not obscure the intrinsic inequality in this

workers have little bargaining power. Workers

market, emphasized by the role of the platforms that

are classified as independent contractors and in

intermediate. Digital work is only one of the aspects

cross-borders transactions the confusion as to which

in which the new technologies are transforming the

labour legislation to apply usually results in that no

future of work, but to envision alternatives and strat-

social protection whatsoever is in place.

egies for this extreme form of cross-border human
relations is necessary to bring a fairer world of work

Empirical studies have showed that instead of

into being everywhere.

a f rictionless economy, between employers in
h igh-income countries and workers in developing
countries (mainly India, the Philippines, Pakistan
and Bangladesh) “intermediaries use geographic

23 Ibid., p. 149.
24 Ibid., pp. 158-159.

Machines (algorithms) are already deciding our future

Box 3.3

BY PR ABIR PURK AYA STHA 1

Machine algorithms are taking

machines taking over thousands

who have written them; even the

over decisions that were made by

of decisions that are critical to

creators of such algorithms do not

governments, business and even

people’s lives and deciding social

know how a particular algorithm

ourselves.

outcomes.

came out with a specific score!

Today, algorithms decide who

What decides you getting a loan

Mathematician and data scientist

should get a job, which part of a

or not is finally a machine score

Cathy O’Neil, in recent a book,

city needs to be developed, who

– not who you are, what you have

“Weapons of Math Destruction”,

should get into a college, and in

achieved, how important is your

tells us that the apparent objectiv-

the case of a crime, what should

work for the country (or society);

ity of processing the huge amount

be the sentence. It is not the super

for the machine, you are just the

of data by algorithms is false.

intelligence of robots that is the

sum of all your transactions to

The algorithms themselves are

threat to life as we know it, but

be processed and reduced to a

nothing but our biases and sub-

simple number. The worst part is

jectiveness that are being coded

that some of the algorithms are

– “They are just opinions coded

not even understandable to those

into maths.”

1

A longer version was originally
published on https://newsclick.in/.
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Roberto Bissio

What happens when we trans-

amount of data that are available,

are that race or caste or creed may

form the huge amount of data that

to create models that correlate

not exist explicitly as data, but a

we create through our everyday

the ‘desired’ output with a series

whole host of other data exist that

digital footprints into machine

of input data. The output could

act as proxies for these ‘variables’.

‘opinions’ or ‘decisions’? Google

be a credit score, the chance of

served ads for high-paying

doing well in a university, a job

Such predictive models are not

jobs disproportionately to men;

and so on. The past data of people

only biased by the opinion of

African Americans got longer

who have been ‘successful’ – some

those who create the models, but

sentences as they were flagged

specific output variables – are

also the inherent nature of all pre-

as high risk for repeat offences

selected as indicators of success

dictive models: it cannot predict

by a judicial risk assessment

and correlated with various social

what it does not see. They end up

algorithm. It did not explicitly use

and economic data of the can-

trying to replicate what they see

the race of the offender, but used

didate. This correlation is then

has succeeded in the past. They

where they stayed, information

used to rank any new candidate

are inherently a conservative

about other family members,

in terms of chances of success

force trying to replicate the exist-

education and income to work out

based on her or his profile. To use

ing inequalities of society.

the risk, all of which put together,

an analogy, predictive models

was also a proxy for race.

are like driving cars looking only

The Artificial Intelligence commu-

through the rear-view mirror.

nity is waking up to the dangers

The problem is not just the subjec-

of such models taking over the

tive biases of the people who code

A score for success, be it a job,

world. Some of these models are

the algorithms, or the goal of the

admission to a university, or a

even violations of constitutional

algorithm, but much deeper. They

prison sentence, reflects the exist-

guarantees against discrimina-

lie in the data and the so-called

ing inequality of society in some

tion. There are now discussions

predictive models we build using

form. An African American in

of creating a US Algorithm Safety

this data. Such data and models

the USA, or a dalit or a Muslim in

Board, such that algorithms can

simply reflect the objective reality

India, does not have to be identi-

be made transparent and account-

of the high degree of inequality

fied by race, caste or religion. The

able. We should know what is

that exist within society, and rep-

data of her or his social transac-

being coded, and if required,

licates that in the future through

tions are already prejudiced and

find out why the algorithm came

its predictions.

biased. Any scoring algorithm

out with a certain decision: the

will end up with a score that will

algorithms should be auditable.

What are predictive models?

predict their future success based

It is no longer enough to say “the

Simply put, we use the past to

on which groups are successful

computer did it”.

predict the future. We use the vast

today. The danger of these models

What‘s next?

everywhere and the question is no longer if regulation is needed but how to do it.

As half of humanity communicates, informs itself
and increasingly works and buys online, the original

Recognizing knowledge and the Internet as a global

democratization promise of ICTs is being replaced by

public good should imply a multilateral approach,

concern over the enormous power these technologies

which can only be based on the primacy of human

have concentrated in a few governments and a hand-

rights and the recognition of sovereignty (after all,

ful of mega-corporations. The public is concerned

‘cyberspace’ or ‘the cloud’ are just metaphors, all
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